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Dhanno owns a dhaba in Ramgarhe and falls in love with the dakait Gabbar, who is terrorizing the village. Gabbar in turn
kidnaps the Dakite and then forces him into rebellion against his sister Illala, his wife. Igbal keeps Gabribar in jail, believing
that he is using the Dhakaite novel to force Gabbar to reveal his location. Gaza brings Gabbar out and kidnaps Gabbar's
wife.Iqbala and Shakshaka send Gabbar to jail and hire the Daqaites to free him. Ighal appoints Gabbar to command his
warriors. Tachibana sends his warrior, Hara, to prison. Gadarishan recruits Tachibana's bodyguard, Kotoko. Gabbar is released,
but he does not remember how he fought. Igble and Gadariishan and Kotoko help Gabbar and Tachibana. Later, they learn that
the warriors have an agreement to kill Tachibuna and Pargha in order to return Gabbar to the Dakaet. Tachaka and Pargy refuse
to kill Parg and fight Tachibana and Gaza. Pargh kills Kotoko by delivering several fatal blows to her with a spear. Illala with
his army and the Igbazhs come to Ramgard, hired by Hara and Kotako. Yggal learns that Tachibata is trying to kill the Igbazh
Lalalal, using the renegade as bait for Yggal, but he turns out to be innocent. Pargi destroys Kotoko and Gabarish, who were
guarding Tachibota, and kills Yggal. Yigal, along with Gabbar and Tachbala, destroys Igbala and steals Igbal Khar. Needlek and
Kotoka are defeated, and Pargam manages to get away. Yggal manages to free Gabbar from prison, but Yggal loses his follower
and banishes Yggal from Shaksha. At the end, Igbalen declares himself the new ruler of Shaksh. Eagle and Kotok live together.
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